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Webb and Makin Share a Look at 2018

OurMission

PICA asked Dr. Joe Webb, Director of WhatTheyThink’s Economics and Research Center,
and PIA President and CEO Michael Makin, to share their insight into what 2018 holds.

To promote the common
interest of the printing
industry; and to help our
members prosper, both
individually and collectively,
through fellowship, education
and cooperative action.
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Dr. Joe Webb Presents Six Perspectives that Shape Our Industry
1) Print is one medium among many in a very
dynamic marketplace. The common wisdom
that a strong economy increases the aggregate
demand for print has been false for parts of three
decades. A faster growing economy increases
the pace of investment in better and faster
digital infrastructure with lower prices and new
devices. Desire for “business as usual” is a selfinflicted wound in strategy and decisions. Print
businesses must be immersed in the modern
communications marketplace if they desire
more than crumbs falling off the media
table. Flexible services, innovative products,
alliances with networks of creators and
specialty providers, and unique approaches
that enhance digital communications, are
essential for market relevance.
2) Digital media are still in their infancy.
Costs are headed lower through innovation,
efficiency and flexibility, and automation.
The latest Duke University CMO survey
shows that Chief Marketing Officer spending
on non-traditional advertising has increased
+10.8% annually, while spending on
traditional advertising is down -2.7% per year
since 2012 (adjusted for inflation). “Content
marketing” is the biggest growth area, a
massive shift away from paid advertising.
Content marketing allows communicators
to gain control of their content and its
presentation, with an added dimension
of timed release based on the measurable
behavior of individuals in their audience.
Automated marketing prioritizes informationseekers by trackable behavior for clues to
their depth of interest and urgency for action.
Printers do not need to be comprehensive
digital media providers, but can deliver
bridges to marketing automation processes
with innovative imaging techniques and
data capture gateways. Making relevant
and vital contributions at the decision

and design table when campaigns are just
ideas is a radical change in print sales and
production philosophy.
3) Packaging, labels, and wrappers are not safe
havens for printers, but specialized markets
with unique cultures, legalities, processes, and
methods. Are these barriers to entry worth
climbing? Real after-inflation growth of
these markets mirrors the meager population
growth in North America (<1%). In emerging
markets, where populations and incomes have
high growth rates, these niches are growing
at impressive rates and are worth pursuing.
Specialty applications of print are great
opportunities, and can be profitable with
the right expectations and a commitment to
pursue better approaches. The complacency
of flat markets makes them vulnerable to
innovative disruption by outsiders.
4) Direct mail has always been an obvious
application for print. Postal prices keep rising
more than inflation rates, while the prices
of computers and communications move
in a downward direction. This is why postal
volumes have declined so much. If you are a
direct mail specialist, one of your selling points
has been the creation of data management and
implementation services that mitigate rising
costs of distribution with smarter mailing.
Pieces are getting smaller, have shorter runs with
less frequency. That means more jobs have to
be pursued to keep revenues up. Companies
must invest in sophisticated computing and
high levels of mail preparation automation
to stay viable. If you are capable of making
these investments in programming,
data management, digital printing, and
automation, this could remain a compelling
niche with a decreasing number of
competitors and many alliance opportunities.
Continued on Pages 6 & 7

Chairman’s Letter

A Season of Celebration and Thanksgiving

As we wind down the old year and start a new one, I hope all of you have things to celebrate in
your life and business.
At PICA, we are celebrating victories such as an upturn in the economy, moving into a new
Charlotte headquarters, a well-attended and successful PICA Fall Management Conference,
continued PICA Foundation support and scholarships, energized and engaged Board Members,
and super-supportive Vendor Partner /Associate Members, just to name a few.
If you had the opportunity to attend the Fall Conference, hopefully you discovered a new
definition of Print, and how to apply that into your business. We are all navigating an
ever-changing industry that brings many challenges, and it’s good to know that along with
those challenges come many new opportunities.
By now, hopefully you are aware of the PICA Awards on March 24 at the Grandover Resort
in Greensboro, and are sending in your entries and making plans to attend.
The PICA Awards are a great way to celebrate our industry and keep your business at the
forefront with your customers. Every year, I am amazed at the award entries. The quality of
work could compete with any printer in the United States. We are so blessed to have such
great talent in the Carolinas. I hope each and every one of you will take the time to participate.
Our Awards Committee has worked diligently to make this banquet a night to remember.
One of our goals at PICA is to help our members become more successful through education
and relevant, cutting-edge ideas. Staff and Board members are focused and engaged in
membership outreach and look forward to communicating with you.
We are committed to our promise, and ask for your communication on how we can better
serve you.
In closing, I urge each of you to make the time to formulate a set of goals for your business
and personal life – a roadmap to success, if you will.
Committing your goals to paper increases the likelihood of your achieving them by
one thousand percent.
All of us at PICA wish you a very prosperous
and healthy New Year. I look forward to seeing
you in the near future.
Mel Clarke, Jr.
Chairman, PICA
Service Printing Company
mclarkejr@servicecolor.com
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Maximize the Power of Your PICA Awards
Winning a PICA Award is a powerful marketing tool
- regardless of your company size.
It’s your chance to distinguish yourself from the competition, to get the attention of
potential customers looking for a proven printing partner.
It provides a great opportunity to interact with your clients, increasing confidence and trust
and ultimately boosting sales.
PICA Awards is the premier regional graphic arts competition that acknowledges and honors
superb craftsmanship in the creation and production of top quality printed materials.
Visit our website for more information at https://picanet.org/pica-awards-2/

Benefits of Winning

Details

• Increased name recognition in the industry and with
potential customers
• Improved customer relations to help expand current business
• Opportunities to gain new leads and win new business
• Valuable exposure through news releases to trade and business
publications, newspapers and industry Web sites
• FREE entry in Printing Industries of America’s Premier Print
Awards for Best of Category winners (limit of 100 free)
• FREE self-promotion kit from PICA
• Winners will be recognized on the PICA Web site
• Use of PICA Awards Winner logo on your website and
printed materials to strengthen your brand identity
• Custom printed plaque or certificate honoring your win

• Entries must have been produced
or reproduced from January 1 December 31, 2017.
• Production facility must be in
North or South Carolina.
• Member and Non-member rates.
• Quantity discounts available for PICA Members
• Entry deadline: January 12, 2018
PICA Members can save $8700 in PIA’s Premier Print
Award entry fees. Contact Carrie Epps at 704-357-1150
with questions.

In the Spotlight
“I feel a sense of pride when submitting a piece for the PICA Awards. We
work on various projects all year, but only a few are really unique, complex,
or present a challenge that requires thought and/or ingenuity to figure out.
Whenever those types of projects are delivered and the customers are pleased,
I set a few pieces aside for us to consider when it’s time for the awards. There
is the feeling of a job well done and the excitement of having your work on
display along with the work of your peers in the industry.”
Chris Amos, Loftin & Company Printers, Charlotte, NC

Our 52nd PICA Awards celebration
will be a special night...
Saturday, March 24, 2018
Grandover Resort
Greensboro, NC
January/February 2018
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PIA’s Gary Jones Outlines OSHA Compliance Changes
Due to the significant increase in penalties, OSHA compliance has
become more important for printing operations. There have been
changes in injury and illness recordkeeping and reporting requirements,
which present an excellent opportunity to review the changes in the
regulations. Gary A. Jones, Assistant Vice President of Environmental,
Health, and Safety (EHS) Affairs at Printing Industries of America,
has prepared the following summary of OSHA’s injury and illness
recordkeeping and reporting requirements.

OSHA Form 300A
OSHA requires that companies post their injury and illness Form 300A every year on February 1, and it must
remain posted until April 30. The form must be posted in a conspicuous place for employees to view, such as a
bulletin board.
The 300A form is completed using the information on the company’s OSHA 300 Log. Before completing the
Form 300A, you should verify that the 300 Log contains accurate entries for all recordable injuries and illnesses.
In addition, each injury and illness recorded must have a corresponding 301 Incident Report or a corresponding
workers’ compensation form. The 300A includes the totals from each column on the OSHA 300 Log and the
calendar year covered, the company’s name, establishment name, establishment address, annual average number of
employees covered, and the total hours worked by all employees covered by the 300 Log.
After the information on the company’s logs is verified, someone must “certify” the Form 300A. The person
certifying the 300A can be the owner of the company, officer of the corporation, the highest-ranking company
official working at the establishment, or the immediate supervisor of the highest-ranking company official working
at the establishment.
Electronic Injury Reporting
OSHA’s latest change to injury and illness reporting requirements was released in May 2016. The new rule addresses
electronic injury and illness reporting. The rule requires the electronic submission of injury and illness data from
the 300A form for employers with more than 20 full-time employees. Establishments with more than 250 full-time
employees will be required to submit more detailed information in future years.
The due date for electronic submission was originally July 1, 2017, but was delayed to December 15, 2017*. OSHA
created the Injury Tracking Application (ITA) to accept the data from companies. The ITA is a web-based form that
allows employers to electronically submit required injury and illness data from their completed OSHA Form 300A.
The reporting requirements also apply to facilities with zero injuries to report. The application can be accessed from
the ITA webpage at www.osha.gov/injuryreporting/index.html.
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2018 Predictions

(Continued from Page 1)

5) Publishing markets are doing poorly, except for Internet
publishing. Since 2007, inflation-adjusted revenues for
periodical publishers are down. The decreased revenues
are from all sources, despite the numerous other new
revenues such as digital formats, audiobooks, ebooks,
events, attempted to counter declines in traditional print
formats. From 2008 to 2013, the number of periodical
publishing establishments fell from 8,000 to 6,160, while
the number of Internet publishing establishments grew
from 3,785 to 7,238. Publishing’s problems affect the direct
mail market. Marketers are no longer able to compile lists
for every demographic and psychographic profile from the
magazine industry’s specialty publications. So many titles
have disappeared that direct mailers have difficulty finding
list resources, and shift their efforts to alternatives. There is
a counter strategy. Because digital media can be weak
in local markets, some printers started local advertising
publications in their communities. Printers get the
advertising revenues, and use production capabilities
that might otherwise be idle, making a high margin
contribution to their bottom line.
6) Many traditional print businesses still have trouble
adjusting in the communications marketplace, and the
adjustment disorder is clear. For the last six quarters,
profits before income tax of commercial printers with
more than $25 million in assets is only 0.76% of revenues.
They are still unwinding legacy investments in long-run
print production, and profits are impaired by writedowns
for irrelevant equipment, ongoing interest costs, etc.

Smaller and mid-size print businesses,
especially involved in digital printing,
are doing much better, at 6.3% for the
last six quarters. They have challenges
ahead. They need to keep up with new
technology changes, because many of
their offerings can be made obsolete
by new media advances and growing
interactivity of video and voice. Many
of these printers did well with wide
format imaging. New competitors/
new opportunities are digital signage
Dr. Joe Webb
and displays, growing at a rate near
20%. The digital media challenge
means a more skeptical eye should be cast on consolidation
strategies. Every business has to decide if a merger or
acquisition has true long-term value. Investing in new
product areas with new partners and alliances may be a
wiser choice. Business models can’t be “adjusted” in
changing marketplaces. Nokia gave way to Apple,
and AOL to Google. Today’s winners will be replaced,
too. Businesses rarely adapt because they are built
on a philosophy that is appropriate for their time.
Unwinding that philosophy has a cost and a duration
which prevents a full commitment to a different
philosophy that demands different resources. Ask “what
business will I be in five years from now?” You’re better
off creating that as a separate business, outside of your
current operations, today.

Michael Makin Talks Trends for 2018

With 2017 behind us, it is time to think about 2018 and
what might be in store for print and printers over the
next 12 months.
The Overall Macroeconomic and Business Environment

The most crucial determinant of 2018 trends will be the
direction of the overall economy. Will the U.S. economy
accelerate and pick up speed, break down and fall into
a recession after over eight years of slow growth, or will
it continue the steady but lackadaisical pace of the past
eight years?
PIA’s view is that the recent economic acceleration
will continue with growth in the 2.5- to 3 percent
range. This is a significant improvement over the past
few years and is based on some form of corporate tax
reform being enacted.
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2018 Print Markets

Print will generally track with the economy in 2018.
Most printers who survived the Great Recession have
seen their sales recover. The typical printer who
managed to survive still took a severe hit in sales from
2008–2010 – a sales decline of almost $300,000. On
the plus side, survivors’ sales swelled by over $500,000
in the recovery phase.
On an annual percentage change basis, total sales of the
average surviving printer dropped by almost 10 percent
in 2009 before stabilizing in 2010. Since the end of the
recession, the average printer has experienced single-digit
positive sales increases each year.
For 2018, we expect overall print sales to increase
slightly, which would align with print’s tendency to
perform best in a mature recovery phase of the business

2018 Predictions
cycle. If the economy continues
to grow in the 2- to 3-percent
range, print should grow by 1
to 2 percent in total shipments.
If the economy picks up speed,
print will accelerate.
Over the last decade, the average
printer’s before-tax income as a
percent of sales has been around
3 percent. If the economy
performs as forecast, we expect
Michael Makin
the profit rate may rise slightly
to around 3.2 percent. If the economy stumbles, the
average profit rate would drop to 2 percent or less.
Key Micro-Market Trends in Print

Within this overall sales and profit pattern there will be
some key micro-trends.
Printing Process Winners – Print processes that will
grow relatively fast over the next 12 months include
inkjet (both wide format and production), wide-format
digital, and digital toner based.
Fast Growing Print Market Segments – The current
trends for specific print market segments will also
continue over the next one to two years. These print
market segments will likely grow at relatively higher
rates than other sectors: packaging and specialty
packaging, labels and wrappers, signage, direct mail,
and point of purchase.
Crucial Opportunities and Challenges
for Printers in 2018
The 2018 environment will be challenging, yet full of
potential opportunities. Here is my checklist for printers:
1) Plan for the worst but be ready to capitalize on
opportunities. The risk of an economic downturn
is rising. At the same time, there is also increased
opportunity for the economy to break out of the tepid
recovery and accelerate. Educate and energize your
management team and entire workforce. Remind them
that the end of the year is the time to think about what
went right, what went wrong, and what needs to change
for next year. Remember that increased risk is not a
reason to delay or eliminate investments. While the
risks are high, the rewards are also high.
2) Make time for strategic thinking and defining
your business. Strategic thinking is always imperative
for success, and even more important in a changing
environment. Printers should address the dual issues
of product/service focus and value-added ancillary

services. Financial performance typically correlates with
specialization by a printed product or vertical market.
Also, diversification into various ancillary services
usually correlates with higher profits. Printers need to
re-think where they are and consciously define their
own business models.
3) Take a fresh look at pricing, estimating, and
utilizations. Increased profits result from some
combination of lower costs, higher prices, and/or
increased sales. Too often, printers focus on costs and
sales and ignore pricing and utilization rates. Profit
leaders have higher profits for two core reasons–lower
costs or higher prices. Develop a more nuanced and
complete view of the relationships between costs, price,
and utilization rates.
4) Focus on education and training. Printers can gain
a competitive advantage in human resources
management. Profit-leading printers have a much
stronger focus on human resources management,
particularly training and education. Implement a
“high performance work system.”
5) Pay more attention to people costs. The profit gap
between printers in the top 25 percent of profitability
and the remaining 75 percent averages 10 percentage
points – a whopping difference of $1 million in profits
for a $10-million-a-year printer. Since roughly 40 cents
of every dollar is expended on people (wages, salaries,
benefits, and payroll taxes), managing people and
their costs is a key determinant of profitability. Profit
leaders use less labor per sales dollar because they abide
by the classic dictum of substituting capital for labor.
Profit-leading printers employ an average of more than
$15,000 in net assets per factory worker employed
compared to average printers.
6) Prepare for tighter labor markets, higher
compensation costs, and tougher recruiting.
For printers, this means be prepared for increased wages
and salaries to hold on to your workforce, more labor
turnover, and tougher recruiting to fill vacancies.
7) Take advantage of any tax law changes. Keep an eye
on any changes to both personal and corporate tax laws.
Be ready to take advantage of changes in investment
and depreciation rules, pass-through options, and other
aspects of tax changes.
At PIA, we will continue to focus on providing our
members with the programming and services they
need to maneuver in the coming dynamic environment.
Good luck!

January/February 2018
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5 Questions on GlobalTranz with Gabe Hutchings
As we ring in the New Year and shift our focus to where we’d like to take our businesses in
2018, we thought it only appropriate to have a conversation with someone who specializes in
helping us get there.
Gabe Hutchings is a PICA Member and the Greensboro, NC-based Agent/Owner of
GlobalTranz, a technology-driven freight brokerage company specializing in LTL, full
truckload, third-party logistics and expedited shipping services.

Q1: What sets GlobalTranz apart from other
transportation technology companies?
A1: We utilize technology to streamline every aspect of
our business. What truly differentiates our offering is the
capabilities of our homegrown transportation management
system (TMS) and back end platform. We created a TMS from
scratch with the input from our customers, and we update
and improve it constantly using our own developers. Our
CarrierRate2 platform is unique in that it captures all of a
customer’s shipping data and provides tools and analytics that
are used to drive cost savings via process improvement.

Q4: What would you like PICA Members to know
about your company culture?
A4: My motto is that we need to drive revenue growth, but
let’s have fun in the process. GlobalTranz Agents are driven,
and we are driven to perform, and with a “can-do” attitude.
If you can’t enjoy what you do, then you are in the wrong
line of work. Our network was and still is built mainly by
Agents (similar to a franchise) that are spread across the US
in different markets. I have been able to make friends and
network with our other Agents over the years and we all like to
have fun, and enjoy time with our families.

Q2: How can your fellow PICA Members benefit from
using GlobalTranz?
A2: We are looking for partnerships, not just customers. Our
technology is advanced, but simple to use, and our service is
backed by Tier 1 carriers. We don’t run a call center. We engage
our customers in person and manage their freight throughout
the entire shipment life cycle. Our economies of scale help us
buy aggressively and, by using technology to stay efficient, we
are able to pass excellent rates along to our customers.

Q5: How important is customer service in your
business model?
A5: I think customer service is number one. I don’t think
customers move to a more expensive alternative because of service,
but I do believe customers stick around and trust you when you
continually provide customer service and understanding of their
needs. As technology gets better, and prices get cheaper, I still
believe people want to work with knowledgeable professionals
that have their best interest in mind and continue to follow up
and are responsive to customer concerns.

Q3: How long have you been an Agent/Owner with
GlobalTranz?
A3: I have been in the industry since 2008, and with
GlobalTranz nearly 4 years, growing consistently year over year.
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If you have questions about how GlobalTranz
can serve your business, please reach out
to Gabe at (336) 790-8877 or email him at
ghutchings@globaltranz.com.

Trybula Offers Guidelines for 401(k) Fund Selection
When you participate in a 401(k) plan at work, you are typically responsible for choosing investments in your plan
from a range of stocks, bonds and mutual funds selected by your employer.
Here are five helpful tips to do that:
1.

Pay attention to investment returns.
Most plans only offer funds that have a five-year track record. This can allow you to easily compare each
fund’s performance to its stated investment benchmark over a reasonably long time-period. A fund that
consistently lags its index – usually the S&P 500® Index for U.S. stock funds, or the Bloomberg Barclays
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index for U.S. fixed income funds – may not have enough giddy up to help get you
to your long-term retirement goals.

2.

Diversify.
Consider spreading your investment funds across various types of assets (such as stocks, bonds and cash),
geographic regions (such as the U.S., European and Asian developed and emerging markets), and risk
levels (spanning riskier small cap stocks to more conservative Treasury bonds). Diversification may help
reduce the risk of having all your eggs in one basket. When one type of investment in your portfolio is
doing poorly, odds are that another investment is doing better, thereby potentially offsetting those losses.

3.

Limit employer stock.
Owning company stock can be a good thing, if the company does well. But if you have too much of
your savings concentrated in your company stock, you run the risk that if the company hits a road
bump or goes bankrupt, it could wreck your savings (remember Enron). As with any investment, you
should consider your risk tolerance for devastating losses, your time horizon, and your goals to determine
whether your company stock position is appropriate.

4.

Consider a target date or life cycle fund based on your estimated retirement date.
These “set-it-and-mostly-forget-it” options take much of the decision making out of which asset classes to
own, and automatically adjusts those allocations to reduce your market risk as you approach retirement.
That said, you should look at performance at least once a year to make sure it’s meeting your expectations.

5.

Consider low-cost index funds.
A portfolio with an initial value of $100,000 that delivers a 4% annual return over 20 years and that has
an ongoing fee of 1% will be valued nearly $30,000 less compared to a portfolio with a 0.25% annual fee.
Low-cost index funds, which are designed to simply track – but not beat – the performance of a basket
of stocks or bonds, may be an appropriate option to look at depending on your goals and circumstances.
Some retirement plans offer access to a financial advisor, a trained professional who can offer you advice,
for a fee, on your investments. If you don’t have the time or interest, having someone do your investing
for you could be a practical alternative to doing it on your own.
Joe Trybula, CFP, AIF, is the Vice President of Advisory Services for Diversified
Financial Advisors, LLC and a Registered Investment Adviser with more than
20 years of experience. He specializes in providing professional management
of corporate retirement programs, including investment advisory management
and consulting services. If you have any questions, please contact Joe at
joe@diversifiedfa.com or at (800) 307-0376.

January/February 2018
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Member News
PIA Offers Financial Performance Assessments
The beginning of 2018 is a great time to take stock of your company’s
financial performance in 2017. Did you meet your financial goals?
Are there ways you can lower costs, save resources, and increase profits in
2018? PIA’s Center for Print Economics and Management
can help.
All it requires is the completion of a confidential questionnaire on
your financials. The staff at the Center for Print Economics and
Management will analyze your financials and provide a complete
Financial Performance Assessment, typically within six weeks.
Printers who take advantage of this opportunity could see, at the bare
minimum, a 1% improvement on their bottom line. For a printer
with annual sales at $1 million, that is a $10,000 return
on investment.
In addition to a detailed analysis of your company’s key performance
metrics, you’ll receive an action plan with specific recommendations
to improve your bottom line. You’ll receive these findings in a detailed
report, along with three months of assistance and consultation from
the Center for Print Economics and Management, which is included
in your Financial Performance Assessment.
Affordable pricing plans are structured based on the size of
your company. For more information or to schedule a Financial
Performance Assessment, contact the Center for Print Economics and
Management at economics@printing.org.
KBA Appoints Dreshfield Senior VP of Sheetfed Sales
KBA North America is pleased to announce that
Richard (Rich) Dreshfield has joined the company
as Senior Vice President of Sheetfed Sales, effective
January 1, 2018. Dreshfield will be based in
Dallas and will oversee the entire North American
sheetfed sales team.
“We are happy to welcome Rich to our Koenig
& Bauer family,” said Mark Hischar, President
and CEO of KBA North America. “Rich is a
results-driven leader whose success in developing strong relationships
with C-level contacts in key accounts, as well as his ability to lead sales
teams, will serve our customers well as we continue our high growth
trajectory for all market segments in North America. He will shine a
spotlight on our new press technology and rapid developments for our
North American sheetfed customers and play a key role in maintaining
our high level of customer satisfaction. I’m confident that Rich will focus
on our sheetfed sales division of consultative sales support to ensure our
customers’ success.”
Dreshfield, a native of the San Francisco Bay area, holds a Bachelor
of Science degree in Graphic Communications Management from
California Polytechnic State University and an MBA from DePaul
University in Chicago. He has been actively involved in many industry
associations and educational institutions helping to support the graphic
arts industry.
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Sun Solutions Creates Public Art for Spartanburg
Sun Solutions, West Columbia, SC, has printed and installed the newest
public art project in Spartanburg. Electric Art, an effort by Hub-Bub
and the College Town consortium, features colorful vinyl coverings
on nine utility boxes across the city. The installation is designed to give
Spartanburg County’s seven colleges more of a presence downtown. Each
of the county’s seven colleges and College Town are featured on boxes,
and the work of Roderice Cardell, also known as the Maddd Artist, is in
front of the Spartanburg County Headquarters Library.
Davis Releases Latest Issue of Flash Report
Dr. Ronnie Davis, Senior Vice President/Chief Economist for Printing
Industries of America, has released his latest Flash Report, Completing
the Cycle: Surviving Printer Sales Patterns Before, During, and
After the Great Recession. These reports are an exclusive service for
Printing Industries of America members, and are included in your PICA
membership. If you have any questions regarding these reports, please
send them to rdavis@printing.org.
Wikoff Color Acquires Brazilian Company
Wikoff Color Corp., Fort Mill, SC, has recently completed the
acquisition of Verti Produtos Químicos, São Paulo, Brazil.
“Not only does Verti bring a wealth of expertise in the packaging and
label printing markets, but their core values are also closely aligned with
the employee-owners of Wikoff Color,” Geoff Peters, President and CEO
of Wikoff Color, said. “Verti’s focus on technical support and customer
relationships will complement our long history of providing outstanding
products and services to our customers. We are excited about the synergies
that exist between Verti and Wikoff Color and the new opportunities
for growth that our combined resources will be positioned to pursue
throughout Brazil and South America.”
Wikoff Color Corp., an employee-owned company founded in 1956,
manufactures high performance printing inks and coatings for the graphic
arts industry. Wikoff Color employs 500 people in its 28 manufacturing
plants and numerous in-plant centers worldwide. Wikoff Color’s
corporate office is in Fort Mill, South Carolina.

Member News
Mailpiece Design Certification Program a Resounding Success

Twenty-two PICA members and non-members attended the Mailpiece Design Certification (MDC) program held by The Printing Industry of the
Carolinas on December 12 in Charlotte. The program included class time followed by an open-book test, and 100% of the participants passed the test
and earned their MDC designation.
The MDC is offered in partnership with the Mail Systems Management Association (MSMA), a national organization contributing to the advancement
of the mailing industry through education. Each participant will receive a Certificate of Achievement and their name will appear in the MSMA
National Directory. The MDC is valid for two years.

We’ve Moved!
PICA has moved down
the road just a bit, and
our new address is:
1110 Center Park Drive
Suite K
Charlotte, NC 28217
Our phone number, fax
and PO Box are still
the same:
Phone: (704) 357-1150
Fax: (704) 357-1154
PO Box 19488
Charlotte, NC 28219-9488
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PICA Awards Entries Due

2018 Presidents Conference
San Antonio, TX
Annual Graphic Communications
Intern/Employer Day
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Chowan University

18-21: 2018 TAGA Annual Technical
24:

Conference
Baltimore, MD

52nd ANNUAL PICA AWARDS
Grandover Resort &
Conference Center
Greensboro, NC

April
5-6:

ASU GAIT Career Connections		
Boone, NC

